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Paperless 
Onboarding and 
Automation for 
Alternative 
Lenders.

#AutomationMadeEasy



ELIMINATE FRAUD
AND WOW CUSTOMERS

Customers expect self-serve onboarding 
without meeting in person, holding on a 
phone for human intervention or having to 
apply within your operating hours.  Unitek’s 
partnership with Loan Guru helps you 
provide secure, simple self-onboarding that 
will attract thousands of legitimate, 
convenience-seeking customers who will 
have higher satisfaction levels.

There is too much reliance on post, email 
and phone in lending applications and 
customer service.  Unitek’s no-code 
platform is designed to help alternative 
lenders provide customer experiences and 
onboarding that rivals the world’s best 
fintechs.  And incredibly, you don’t need 
developers, data-scientists, consultants    or 
IT teams and it is whitelabelled as          your 
technology.  

That’s why Unitek is
#AutomationMadeEasy



NO-CODE AUTOMATION FOR
LENDERS THAT LOVE THEIR 
CUSTOMERS

Accelerate the client onboarding process from days, weeks and 
months to seconds. With Unitek your processes work to the 
customer’s expectations, not the other way around.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, FASTER

A cornerstone of Unitek’s offering is its ability to integrate seamlessly 
with internal legacy systems.  We can work with the latest cloud 
platforms all the way back to bespoke internal systems from 
decades ago.   

EASILY INTEGRATES WITH LEGACY SYSTEMS 

Identity verification requirements for KYC and AML compliance are 
part of our onboarding solution.  Unitek is also fully GDPR compliant 
and helps you ensure you are too.  Address these regulations for 
security, protecting your business and giving your team and customer 
peace of mind.

KYC, AML & GDPR

Staying compliant can add significantly to your operational costs, 
thanks to manual review. Unitek helps you scale cost-effectively by 
using a hybrid of technology and experts to reduce your costs.

REDUCE COSTS, SCALE-UP FASTER
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IMAGINE WHAT YOU CAN OFFER!
Unitek enables lenders to whitelabel the latest fintech technology at a 

low-cost with no dedicated developers.

YOUR SUITE OF CUSTOMER-FOCUSED FEATURES JUST GOT UPGRADED!

Allow your customers 
to verify themselves 

anywhere, anytime on 
any device.

KNOW YOUR
CUSTOMER

Be available 24/7 with 
automated customer 

journeys.

AUTOMATED 
CUSTOMER MESSAGING

Developed and authorised 
according to the letter of 

the law in your 
operating geographies. 

CREDIBLE AND SECURE 
PROCESSES

INSTANT AND GDPR 
COMPLIANT STORAGE

Gather sensitive 
information in a smooth
flow so customers don’t 

drop out.

Allow your customers
to instantly upload 

documentation.

REMOVE CUSTOMER 
BOTTLENECKS

Make your business more 
scalable while making the 

customer priority 

SCALE 
COST-EFFECTIVELY

Contact Alva Horgan, MD of Loan Guru today to learn more
about this exclusive partnership between Unitek and Loan Guru:

+353 87 14000 26 / alva.horgan@loanguru.ie 


